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6. ASSEMBLEDGE CONTEMPORARY/
M ODERN ARCHITECTURE
Transparency and fluidity are two of lhe key characteristics of this single
story Los Angeles home comprised of three pavilions connected by a
series of glass bridges with a minimalist palette and a series of outdoor
rooms punctuated by a 40-foot-long pool.
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7. LAURA U INTERIOR DESIGN BEST USE OF COLOR
Bold shades and dramatic patterns are deftly combined in this lively
Houston high-rise. where custom furnishings marry harmoniously with
vintage pieces and each separate room is linked by a ·color friend" that
maintains a seamless look throughout.
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B. MIKE SHIVELY ARCHITECTURE CLASSIC/
TRAD ITIONAL ARCHITECTURE
This fresh take on a Shingle-style home in Winnetka. Illinois. features defined
rooms in the front of the house with flowing overlapping family spaces at the
rear. all of which access the yard and its striking park-like setting.

+

9. SURROUND ARCHITECTURE BATHROOM
S1mphoty of form and material palette was key to creating this experiential
bathing pavilion in a dowintown Denver residence. where a teak Japanese
sty1e soaking tub is a peaceful spot for laking in the changing natural light.
10. HAYLEY MAUREEN INTERIOR DESIGN KITCHEN
Whimsy meets serious design in a Chicago combined kitchen-living
space with neutral porcelain floors, solid counter surfaces and cabinetry
that allow colorful pillows. rugs and artwork to stand out.
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1. LAURA U INTERIOR DESIGN
RE STORATION OR RENOVAT ION
After two renovations over the years, this 1925 Tudor Revival in Houston
had its original plaster moldings and hardwood floors restored and various
rooms throughout were completely redesigned. Newberry Architecture
and Blue River Custom Builders referenced the home's original plans to
maintain its historic integrity.
2. COLE + CO. CONTEMPORARY/MODERN INTERIOR DESIGN
Decorative steel and custom glass set the tone for this midcentury-inspired
new build in Dallas. where the impetus was quality of form, currency of
function and ultimately, timeless design.
3. STUDIO CAK CLASSIC/TRADITIONAL INTERIOR DESIGN
For this Chicago pied-a-terre, inspired by a Parisian hotel. the design team
reconfigured architectural details and incorporated an eclectic mix of furnishings
spanning eras and styles to create a sanctuary from the outside world.
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4. ORLANDO COMAS, ASLA LANDSCAPE DESIGN/
OUTDOOR ROOM S
A melange of scents. shapes. textures and colors unfolds while wandering
through the grounds of this Coral Gables. Florida. property. which was
designed as a series of lush vignettes inspired by the idea of a traditional
English garden.
5. TINEKE TRIGGS, ARTISTIC DESIGNS FOR LIVING
WOW-FACTOR ROOM
Bold, playful and contemporary, the spirited design of this salon inside a San
Francisco residence is a conversation starter in itself. from the dramatic vintage
Sputnik chandelier to the glossy blue lacquered walls and accents throughout.
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